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Club Activities –

Upcoming events:

Sunday April 12th – Lapidary day:
1-4pm at The Moore house. 718 Franklin Ave
Davenport, IA 52806. Craig or Kellie 563-4453034. Bring a rock to cut or cut a stone with club
materials. We can also cover mineral prep, cleaning
crystals with a water gun and trimming with a saw
to make a more attractive specimen.

April 11-12: MARION, IL Southern Illinois
Earth Science Club, Inc. Gem & Mineral Show, Sat
10 am - 6 pm, Sun 10 am - 5 pm. Admission Adults
$2, Children under 18 free. The Pavilion of the City
of Marion, 1602 Sioux Dr., Marion. Contact: Mike
Chortofalsky, (618) 532-0455;
chontopalsky@att.net; siesclub.org
APRIL 25-26: OUR SHOW! BLACK HAWK GEM
AND MINERAL CLUB SPRING ROCK, GEM AND
JEWELRY SHOW, Clarion Hotel 5202 Brady St,
Davenport, IA 52806 Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sun. 10 a.m.-4
p.m. The show will feature rocks, minerals, fossils,
agates, geodes, tumbled stones, beads, silver and beaded
jewelry, carved stones, spheres, arrowheads and much
more. There will be demonstrations on Glass bead
Making, Faceting, and Flint Knapping. You can learn to
make arrowheads and/or Crack you own Geodes.
Admission is free. For information call (563) 445-3034

April Club Meeting:
Our next meeting is Wednesday April 15th at
Hauberg Civic Center in Rock Island, IL at 6pm.
Basic Wire Wrapping workshop:
Saturday April 18th 1-4 pm at the
Davenport Public Library on
Eastern Ave. Rm. A – Located across
the Coffee Shop area. Come wrap
with us.
Please bring any supplies you may have: stone,
bead, tools, etc. We will try to supply whatever you
may not have in order to create your pendant.

------------- >oo\<

>/oo< -------------

March Augustana Meeting:

April Show Haul Out! Wednesday April 22 we will
be hauling out of Hauberg to prepare for setting up
the show that weekend. If you can come help,
please do. We need all the help we can get.

We had a great meeting in March. While we were
there we awarded the Black Hawk Gem and
Mineral Club Academic Scholarship to Allison
Patch. John Oostenryk gave a good show and tell
of some of Augustana’s hidden treasurers – rocks
they have in storage. Dr. Wolf and Allison were also
put to the test with some show and tells for some of
our own finds. I would like to give a Thank You to
John, Dr. Wolf, and Dr. Strauser for having us.
Allison we look forward to seeing you at some
future club event.

April Show: Please consider helping out at the
Spring show. We need: Friday set up, as well as
greeters at the club table Saturday and Sunday. You
don’t have to know a lot about rocks – but any
knowledge you may have is a plus. We are just
asking for a commitment of a couple of hours on
one of these days. But if you want to give more that
is great too.

------------- >oo\<

☯

If you missed it we are hoping to have another
event there in the fall.

☯ >/oo< ------------1

March Wrapping class:

Smithsonite - Person, Place or Thing?
____________________________________
Sphene - Person, Place or Thing?
____________________________________
Strontianite - Person, Place or Thing?
____________________________________
Tanzanite - Person, Place or Thing?
____________________________________
Tetrahedrite - Person, Place or Thing?
__________________________________
Thomsonite - Person, Place or Thing?
__________________________________

We had a great class and some beautiful pieces.
Everyone had a great deal of fun. Thank you for
all who attended.

Topaz - Person, Place or Thing?
__________________________________
Torbernite - Person, Place or Thing?
__________________________________
Ulexite - Person, Place or Thing?
__________________________________
Uraninite - Person, Place or Thing?
__________________________________

------------- >oo\<

Uvarovite - Person, Place or Thing?
__________________________________

☯ >/oo< -------------

Vanadinite - Person, Place or Thing?

The Mineral Name Game

__________________________________

Remember the old game “Animal, Vegetable or
Mineral?”? This game is a variation on that theme.
We’ll call this game “Person, Place or Thing?” Your
challenge is to identify the origin of the mineral
name. Is the mineral named after a Person, a Place or
a Thing? A “Thing” can be a crystal form, a chemical
formula or an element, a plant, a physical property,
etc. Circle the answer for each. Then, for the real
smarty-pants out there, can you name the Person,
Place or Thing? Look it up if you have to! After you
try to figure these examples out, create some of your
own and challenge your family and friends.

------------- >oo\<
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Bench Tips by Brad Smith
==================================

SOLVENT DISPENSER
Frequently I need to fill a
small bottle with alcohol,
like an alcohol lamp or one
of the nail polish bottles
that I use for the yellow
ochre anti-flux. Often I
can't find a small funnel
and end up spilling almost
as much as I get into the
bottle. It's wasteful, and the
fumes can't be too good for

Scapolite - Person, Place or Thing?
____________________________________
Selenite - Person, Place or Thing?
____________________________________

you either.

Sillimanite -Person, Place or Thing?
____________________________________

A neat and inexpensive solution is to use a lab
dispensing bottle to store small quantities of the
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the main ingredient in washing soda. Read the
labels in grocery and hardware stores.
The second type of tarnish is called fire scale. It is
the dark gray to charcoal colored film that forms on
Sterling or other copper alloy like copper or bronze
when we heat it with a torch. The copper in the
alloy reacts with oxygen in the air to form a dark
cupric oxide coating on the surface. Luckily, the
oxide is easily removed by dissolving it in a mild
acid - generally called a pickle. It's important that
we not let fire scale form on a solder joint because
it will block the flow solder over the joint.

solvents you frequently use. It has a wide mouth
for filling and a fine tip for dispensing. You can get
a small stream or just a drop or two. With the
bottle's fine tip I don't spill a drop.
There are many suppliers on Google. One I've
used is Carolina Biological Supply Company at
www.carolina.com The bottle is Catalog # 716580
Unitary Wash Bottle, Low-Density Polyethylene,
125 mL
------------------------------------------------------SILVER DISCOLORATION

Prevention can be done two ways. Most common
is to use a flux, a borax-based solution applied to
the metal before soldering. When melted, borax
forms a thin glassy layer that keeps oxygen away
from the metal. A second way is to do your
soldering on a charcoal block. Together with the
flame, charcoal greatly reduces the amount of
oxygen in the area being soldered. In either case
oxygen is prevented from reaching the metal, so no
cupric oxide fire scale is formed.

Working with jewelry involves an ever increasing
number of skills. Chemistry is one of them that
comes into play when dealing with a discoloration
on the metal caused by a chemical reaction
between it and the environment.
In the case of Sterling silver there are three
discolorations we typically encounter: a tarnish, a
fire scale, and a fire stain. Each is different in its
cause, in its cure and in its prevention. All three
have to do with the metals in the Sterling alloy
(92.5% silver and 7.5% copper) and how they react
with oxygen and the heat of soldering or with
pollutants in the air over the long term.

A second oxide can also be formed when soldering
copper or a high copper content alloy like bronze or
brass. It's called cuprous oxide and is reddish in
color. That's why a black looking piece you put in
the pickle sometimes comes out red. Problem is
that while the black cupric oxide is dissolved by a
pickle, the red cuprous oxide is not. The
discoloration can be sanded or polished off, but an
easier way is to use a "super pickle". This is a
mixture of fresh pickle with a healthy shot of
hydrogen peroxide from the local store.

Tarnish is a grayish coating that builds up slowly on
the surface as a result of a reaction of the silver
with sulfur-based compounds in the air. Typically
these are pollutants from the burning of petroleum
fuels, but they can come from other sources as
well. I once tarnished all the silver in my display
case by putting a pretty specimen of iron pyrite in
with the jewelry. Turns out pyrite has sulfur in it!
Sulfur combines with the silver to form a grayish
silver sulfide film on the surface.

I've saved the worst form of discoloration, fire stain,
for last. Think of fire scale (above) as like getting
dirt on your shirt that you have to wash off. Fire
stain is like getting ink on it. The discoloration is not
just on the surface, it seeps down and stains the
material. Fire stain happens when we heat a piece
of silver too hot, too long, and/or too many times.

Preventing tarnish involves keeping sulfur away
from the metal. Plastic bags will help, and antitarnish strips are available from jewelry supply
companies to pack near your items. Tarnish is
easily removed by hand polishing with a jeweler's
cloth or with one of the products sold for cleaning
the good silverware for holiday dinner.

Fire stain occurs when the oxides start to build up
below the surface of the metal. You generally don't
notice it until after polishing. It appears as a darker
area of the surface and is easy to spot when
viewed under light bounced off a piece of white
paper. Because fire stain is below the surface,
there's no easy bench tip solution. Depletion
guilding may work for some pieces. Otherwise,
removing it calls for sandpaper and aggressive
polishing.

Another way is to remove it chemically. Put a piece
of aluminum in the bottom of a dish large enough to
contain your piece. Heat enough water to cover the
silver. Mix in 2 tablespoons of sodium carbonate
per cup of water and pour into the dish. Be sure the
silver touches the aluminum. Sodium carbonate is
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mindat.org: “Opalescent shell fragments from other
localities are usually called Lumachelle.”)* You'll have
seen them, though: colorful fossilized spiral shells,
whole ones made into pendants and other jewelry
items, pieces polished en cabochon. It's a
popular jewelry item lately. Aragonite, a polymorph
of calcium carbonate (that's right, like calcite), is not
characteristically a colorful mineral, but the thin
layers in an ammolite bounce light back and forth and
cause the shifting red, green & blue colors that we
observe. Looking at some of the photos of colorful cut
and polished pieces of ammolite, I can't help but
wonder whether this globally popular gem is already
subject to fakery.

A much better approach for a piece that will require
a large number of solderings is to protect the metal
from developing fire stain by applying liberal coats
of a fire coat. Regular soldering flux will provide
some protection but will not be as effective as
preparations made specifically for the task.
More Bench Tips by Brad Smith are at
facebook.com/Bench Tips/
or see
Get all 101 of Brad’s bench tips in "Bench Tips for
Jewelry Making" on Amazon

http://amazon.com/dp/0988285800/
------------- >oo\<
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Organic Jewels!!
Amber, jet, and pearls come easily to mind when one

thinks of organic gems, but they're not the only ones.
(Apparently jet isn't even recognized as a gem.) As
detailed in the June 2013 issue of Rock & Gem
magazine, ammolite, “the fossilized shells of
ammonites in which the primary mineral component,
aragonite, produces an iridescent play of colors,”
gained official status as a gem of organic origin in
1981 (recognized by the CIBJO, or, in American
English, the World Jewelry Confederation).

Ammolites for sale at rhyniechert.com

Pearls are also composed of aragonite and calcite,
and mother of pearl and abalone both get their
shimmer from aragonite (called nacre in MOP).
(Sources vary regarding whether MOP includes
calcite also.) Aragonite is also available as a fertilizer
product, but there does not seem to be any
information regarding iridescence...
*http://www.mindat.org/show.php?id=8393
Is it ammoLITE or ammoNITE? Sometimes the
answer is “both.” AmmoNITES were cephalopods that
first appeared in Earth's oceans over 400 million
years ago. They came in a variety of shapes, but in
this context are best known as the spiralled-shell
fossil. Ammonites (fossils) are found all over the
world.

The lost Amber Room. Image by jeanyfan from
Wikimedia Commons.

While amber is found in a number of places
worldwide, and pearls of course come from oysters
(or mussels), gem-quality ammolites in any
commerically viable quantity have so far only been
found so far in Alberta, Canada. (According to

AmmoLITE is the aragonite-layered version of this
fossil as described above. Think of it as the
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“extra pretty” version. That's one way of looking
at the question. I've also seen it answered that
“ammonite” was the animal, and “ammolite” is the
gemstone, but since I usually see that answer at retail
sites, and a more complicated version of the first one
at more scientific sites, I'm rather wary of it.

some colorful shells like abalone. Much valued from
antiquity to the present as a gemstone in jewelry,
amber is also made into a variety of decorative
objects. Amber is a very soft material - varieties are
rated from 1 to 3 on Mohs scale of hardness - so be
especially careful with pliers when wrapping amber
in wire. Amber is also used as an ingredient in
perfumes and as a healing agent in folk medicine.

Think about it, do a little research, and draw your
own conclusions.

Spider in amber. Image by Elisabeth from the
Netherlands from Wikimedia Commons

Caribbean green amber, via Wikimedia Commons

Regarding amber, Mark Nelson, editor of the
Pasadena Lapidary Society's Rockhound Ramblings,
has kindly allowed us to reprint his article “Amber –
A Most Unique Mineral!,” and it follows here below (I
used different illustrations however):

Amber comes in a variety of colors, including ruby
red, pale yellow/brown and green. Like many gems
and soft minerals (peridot, citrine, turquoise) amber
is often enhanced by jewelers and faked by thieves.
We would be wise to know the source of the amber
we acquire and to ask the dealer if it is real.

Amber represents a past that we can only study in
the fossil record! We know from fossils that there
were insects and vegetation 40 to 60 million years
ago and, in amber, we frequently see the actual
insects and vegetation in the glowing mineral
specimens!

The Danburite for Nov 2013 Vol 63 no 10

------------- >oo\<

The gem we call Amber has been appreciated for its
color and natural beauty since Neolithic times. Amber
is fossilized tree resin - often mistakenly referred to
as tree sap. Whereas sap is a thin material which acts
like arterial blood to a tree, running deep in the heart
of the tree, resin lies at the outside edge of the tree right under the bark – and acts like a clotting agent to
heal the tree when its damaged or when attacked by
insects - which are then trapped and encapsulated in
the sticky substance!
Amber is one of a few organic materials that classify
as a gemstone. The others are pearls, jet, ivory, coral
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More Than Just Things of Beauty!

The Mineral Name Game, Answers
Diamond Dan Vol.8 No. 7.

Traditional uses make gemstones and minerals that
much more valuable to co!lectors. This month, we
feature aquamarine and bloodstone - March’s
birthstones.

Scapolite - Thing. Named from Greek words
meaning “shaft stone.”
Selenite - Thing. Named from a Greek word
meaning “moon.”

AQUAMARINE, meaning “sea water”, is almost
universally found in cavities in pegmatites or in
alluvial deposits, and forms larger and clearer
crystals than emeralds. One transparent crystal from
Brazil weighed 245 pounds. In the 19th century, sea
green aquamarine was highly
valued. Today, sky-blue
crystals imparted by traces of
iron are preferred. In ancient
times, aquamarine amulets
engraved with Poseidon
were thought to protect
sailors.

Sillimanite - Person. Named in honor of
Professor Benjamin Silliman.
Smithsonite - Person. Named in honor of
James Smithson.
Sphene - Thing. Named from a Greek word
meaning “wedge.”
Strontianite - Place. Named after Strontian,
Argyllshire, Scotland.
Tanzanite - Place. Named after the country of
Tanzania.

Also known as heliotrope, bloodstone is a dark green
variety of chalcedony. The name heliotrope is derived
from the Greek helio meaning “sun”, and trepein,
“turning”. Both polished and unpolished stones show
the spots on a dark green background, resembling
drops of blood: hence the name bloodstone. The
ancient source of bloodstone was the Kathiawar
Peninsula of India, with modern sources in Brazil and
Australia. Its occurrence is, as with other
chalcedonies, through deposition from lowtemperature, silica-rich waters percolating through
the cracks and fissures in other rocks.

Tetrahedrite - Thing. Named from Greek words
meaning “four faces.”
Thomsonite - Person. Named in honor of Dr.
Thomas Thomson.
Topaz - Place. Named from Topazos, an island
in the Red Sea.
Torbernite - Person. Named in honor of
Torbern Olaf Bergman.

Ancient Lore
IN THE 1ST CENTURY BC, bloodstone was—
according to Greek natural philosopher
Damigueron—a preserver of health, and offered
protection against deception. During the Middle Ages
in Europe it was used in sculptures representing
flagellation and martyrdom. It was believed to
prevent nosebleeds, remove anger and discord, and
to be a remedy for hemorrhage and inflammatory
diseases. It was said to be most effective if first
dipped in cold water.

Ulexite - Person. Named in honor of Georg
Ludwig Ulex.

—Excerpted *om Rock and Gem by Ronald Louis
Bonewitz, 2008

------------- >oo\<

Uraninite - Thing. Named after its uranium
content.
Uvarovite - Person. Named in honor of Count
S.S. Uvarov.
Vanadinite - Thing. Named after its vanadium
content.

VIA THE NEWSLETTER OF THE GEM, LAPIDARY AND
MINERAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON, DC, VOL. LXIV, ISSUE
3 MAR 2014
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Can Light Go Through Minerals?

Opaque A

There are many different ways to describe
the look and the physical properties of a
mineral. Some of these
have to be done using
special equipment (like
“specific gravity” which
you can read about in
this issue. To measure
specific gravity you
need a “Jolly Balance”).
To measure hardness
you need a set of
minerals in the Mohs’ Hardness Scale.
However, color is determined simply by
looking at the mineral and describing the
color. Another description that you can do
with the mineral specimens in your
collection is “Transparency.” Transparency
is a description of how much light goes
through a particular mineral. This is very
easy, and includes only three simple
categories. Here they are:

mineral is described
as opaque if it
doesn’t let any light
pass through it at
all, even when it is
sliced into thin
pieces. Examples of
opaque minerals
include galena, pyrite, sphalerite,
marcasite, etc.
Go to the specimens in your collection and
try to look through them. Are they
transparent, translucent or opaque? This
can be a challenging project. There are
some specimens that are translucent.
However, on a very, very thin edge of a
crystal, you may be able to see right
through that edge. You may end up
describing the specimen as “translucent
(with some transparent edges).”
Also, keep in mind that there are surprises
in the mineral world. Minerals like
sphalerite are nearly always opaque. But
once in a rare while, a unique and
wonderful specimen is found that, on a thin
edge, is translucent! On the other hand,
some mineral species, like galena and
pyrite, are opaque and will never, ever be
translucent.

Transparent A mineral is
described as transparent if light travels
through it. Quartz crystal, beryl (like
emerald and aquamarine), some specimens
of gypsum, and some specimens of calcite
can be described as transparent. When you
hold them up to a light, you can see right
through them as if they were pieces of
clear, perfect glass.

Have fun. If you keep a catalog of your
specimens and their properties, analyze
them and write down the “Transparency” of
each specimen.

Translucent A mineral is
described as translucent
if light can pass through
it, but you can’t see
through it because there
are inclusions or other
things inside the
specimen. You can see
shapes and shadows
through the specimen,
but not clear objects. Minerals that are
sometimes transparent can, very often, be
translucent. Other examples of translucent
minerals are tourmaline, some quartz,
calcite and fluorite specimens, etc.

©2014 Diamond Dan Publications. All pictures and
articles in this newsletter are property of Diamond
Dan Publications and cannot be copied or reused in
any format (printed or electronic) without written
permission of Diamond Dan Publications, 278
Howland Avenue, Rochester, New York 14620 or
diamonddan@rochester.rr.com. Electronic
subscription (PDF) $9.95 for 12 issues. Make
checks payable to Diamond Dan Publications or
pay by PayPal using the email address
diamonddan@rochester.rr.com.
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A Long, Long Time Ago in
AGMC

The leading producers of uranium are the United
States, Canada, the Republic of South Africa,
Australia and the Soviet Union.

March 1980 News Nuggets Energy from Atoms
By Richard M. Pearl, Earth Science – Winter 19791980

The rocks of the Western states contain the
interesting deposits of uranium. Uranium-bearing
rocks outcrop in wide bands that can be traced
across the country. These rocks are concentrated
mostly in the Colorado Plateau, which is a large
area in Colorado, Utah, Arizona and New Mexico.
Though the Plateau is relatively flat, it is deeply cut
with canyons and is mostly desert, so prospecting
for uranium there is not easy. The Colorado
Plateau contains the only place where four states
come together. Visitors like to have their pictures
taken with their legs and arms in four states at
once.

Radioactivity is the only new source of energy that
this century has seen. And what a source! What
energy! One pound of nuclear fuel can by fusion
supply as much energy as several million pounds of
burning gasoline or coal.
This vast amount of power is released when an
element is divided into two other elements. The
nucleus of an atom is hit by a neutron that has
been set free. The nucleus then comes apart,
forming two new elements and a certain amount of
heat energy called atomic energy, or nuclear
energy. Sir William Ramsay said it this way:

Uranium often occurs in the West as filling of
dinosaur fossils. Some uranium actually replaces
the original bones and tissue. It is explained that
uranium has a strong attraction for carbon, of which
all living things are composed. Places where fossil
collectors used to dig up dinosaur bones later
became small uranium mines. The secondary
uranium minerals are brightly colored in yellow,
green and orange.

So the atoms in turn, we now clearly discern,
Fly to bits with the utmost facility;
They wend on their way, and in splitting, display
an absolute lack of stability.
The process can be continued as a chain reaction,
which may be violent or can be kept under control.

The greatest of the older mines of uranium used to
be the Skinkolobwe Mine, in the Congo. The
minerals were colorful, caused by weathering in the
tropical climate. This deep mine ran out of ore in
1060 and closed.

Uranium and thorium are the natural elements that
constitute nuclear energy. These come from the
rocks of the earth’s crust. The chief uranium
minerals are pitchblende, coffinite and carnotite.
The main thorium mineral is monazite.

In the biggest of all uranium deposits – the goldbearing rocks of the Rand, in South Africa –
uranium is only a byproduct. Coal beds in the
Western United States, black shale throughout the
world, and beds of phosphate in Florida and the
Rocky Mountains also yield byproduct uranium.
Compiled , selected and annotated, and
photographs by Dave Moats

Between the years 1948 and 1960, especially in the
early 1950’s, the uranium boom was in full swing.
Thousands of prospectors took Geiger counters in
the field to search for this precious substance. The
scintillation counter, even more sensitive, was
developed a little later.
Radioactivity occurs everywhere. Cosmic rays
come from outer space. All rocks contain some
uranium and thorium. Every known substance –
even your body – gives off radioactivity. It is
necessary to allow for this so-called background
count before reading a counter. Then, the meter, or
clicking earphone, or flashing light tells how much
radioactivity can be expected in the rock you test.
Most, but not all, of this is usually due to uranium.
From uranium can be made plutonium, which is the
direct source of most nuclear energy.

Via NEWS NUGGETS February 2015 VOLUME 62, NUMBER 2
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The purpose of this non-profit organization is to promote
interest in collecting, studying and working with gems
and minerals and fossils. Organized in 1955, the Black
Hawk Club joined the Midwest Federation of
Mineralogical & Geological Societies in 1959. It is also
a member of the American Federation of Mineralogical
Societies. Meetings are held on the third Wednesday of
every month, September through May at 6:00P.M. in the
Hauberg Civic Center, 1300 24th Street, Rock Island, IL.
Picnics are held at various locations during June, July,
and August. Annual Dues: Individual Membership:
$15.00, Senior Couples: $12.00, Senior Individual:
$10.00, Family: $20.00.

Visit us at:
www.blackhawkgemandmineralclub.com
Affiliations
Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological
Societies
http://www.amfed.org/mwf/

Newsletter Submissions:
Please send submissions for publication
(announcements, photographs, notes, letters, articles,
etc.) in the Smoke Signals newsletter to the Editor no
later than the first day of the previous month. For
example, August 1 for the September issue. Advance
items are appreciated. Material may be e-mailed to
Kellie Moore at kalsinean1@aol.com, or submitted via
the U.S. Mail:

American Federation of Mineralogical Societies
http://www.gamineral.org/afms.htm
------------- >oo\<
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March Birthstone: Aquamarine

Kellie Moore
718 Franklin Ave
Davenport, IA 52806
If e-mailing an article, it may be included within the
body of the e-mail message or sent as an attachment.
Copyrighted material submitted for publication must be
accompanied by a written release from the copyright
holder. All material submitted is subject to editing. No
anonymous submissions will be considered; however,
the submitter's name will be withheld or a pseudonym
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